
HBC-radiomatic. 
Your partner in safety  
and protection at work. 

Quality in Control.

www.hbc-radiomatic.com
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Wherever machines are operating, the protection of people and the environment should 
be the highest priority. For decades, HBC‘s products have been setting the standards for 
the safe control of cranes and machines. 

Safe machine control – via radio! What 
exactly does that mean?

The Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC requires machine manu-
facturers and operators to ensure the safety of machines in order to  
protect people and the work environment. 

The application of the Directive starts with a risk analysis to  
assess the extent of damage potential hazards are likely to cause. 
The identified risks and their probabilities must be reduced by the 
implementation of appropriate, risk-mitigating measures. 

For radio-controlled machines, this means the character istics  
of wireless communication must also be taken into consideration 
when analyzing risks (e.g. the fact that the radio network is a  
resource shared by many, the limited range of the radio signal, and 
the mobile control unit of the operator). 

… and where does it say so? 

Performance Level and SIL are normative terms of different  
origins. Ultimately, however, both of them measure the reliability 
of a safety function. The SIL is determined by the standards 
EN 61508 and EN 62061. The scope of application of the two  
standards is restricted to electrical, electronic and programmable 
electronic systems. 

Even though radio controls are programmable electronic systems, 
the relevant safety chains even affect the areas of mechanics, 
pneumatics and hydraulics relevant to machine construction 
which are covered by EN 13849-1. 

Since there is no product standard (“Type-C” standard) for the  
definitive assessment of a radio control requirements regarding 
functional safety of a radio control need to be deduced from the 
risk analysis for the radio-controlled machine. 

For this reason, HBC radio controls are generally specified according 
to EN 13849-1. This allows for a consistent analysis of the safety 
chain together with the machine manufacturer. 

HBC-radiomatic. Safety in Control.

HBC joysticks are synonymous  
with quality and safety.

Electronics tried and tested hundreds of 
thousands of times, manufactured by HBC 
in Crailsheim.

The positively driven STOP switch – a proven 
standard of HBC radio systems for decades.
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Determination of the PL by means of a risk graph
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Performance Level (PL)

Probability of a dangerous fault per hour 

Quality in Control.

How can safety be assessed?

A machine is safe if dangerous faults that might cause harm 
to people or the environment do not (or very rarely) occur. For  
protection against dangerous faults, safety functions are deve-
loped. They are effective when they avoid and/or identify and  
address faults before they can cause harm. Safety functions are  
intelligent structures consisting of redundancies, diagnostic paths, 
test routines and high component reliability.

Assessment is focused on the functional safety of a control  
system’s security architecture. In order to assess the reliability of 
the safety functions and, therefore, the safety of the machine, the 
effectiveness of the risk-reducing measures is captured in the 
form of a parameter, namely the so-called Performance Level or 
safety requirement level (Safety Integrity Level, SIL).

In order to determine a safety requirement according to the  
Performance Level, the severity of the injury (S), the frequency 
of exposure to the hazard (F), and the probability of limiting or  
preventing damage (P) are all taken into consideration for each 
hazard. For this purpose, a risk graph is used.

Performance Level “d“ is required for a high risk level, which 
exists if there is a frequent risk of a serious injury all the time. 
In this case, the corresponding safety function can strongly con-
tribute to risk reduction. A calculated average dangerous fault 
probability of < 10-6 per hour (approx. < 1 fault per 114 years)  
corresponds to Performance Level “d“.

As a leading manufacturer, HBC plays a key role with respect 
to the development of legal frameworks and standards relating 
to our fields of business. For instance, IEC 62745:2017 (Safety 
of machinery – Requirements for cableless control systems of  
machinery) specifies prerequisites for certain functions of radio 
controls, e.g. the E-Stop function. 

We are proud of the fact that IEC 62745 contains central elements 
which have been standard safety features of HBC radio systems 
for decades. 

These HBC safety features include:
  Protection of the transmitter against activation  

by unauthorized users
 Protection against unwanted command output
 Positively driven STOP switch
  Processing of the E-STOP signal with a category 3 architecture
  No assignment of movement commands to latching  

operating elements
 Pre-warning and automatic shut-off when battery voltage is low

S1 Minor injury 
S2  Severe injury
F1 Between rare and frequent, short duration
F2 Between frequent and constant, long duration

P1  Prevention is possible
P2  Prevention is almost impossible
PLr  Required initial  

Performance Level



What does this mean regarding my HBC radio control? 

HBC radio controls allow the operator to be mobile and to move  
within the working range as they wish, at any time. The device can 
then be controlled from a safe distance or a favorable location, with an 
optimum view of the working situation and with minimum exposure to 
noise, dust or vibrations. Protection at work and safety while working 
efficiently are principles at the core of our product concept.

The safety chain of our radio control consists of our qualified input 
elements on the mobile radio transmitter (e.g. joysticks, linear levers, 
switches), the radio transmission itself, the output elements 
of the radio receiver installed on the machine (e.g. relays,  
digital values, serial interfaces, bus systems, etc.), and includes  
the qualification of electronics and software (also with respect to 
their diagnosis capacity).

Of course, even a radio-controlled machine might not be safe.  
Safety depends on the integration of the radio control with the  
control concept of the machine. The safety chain starts with the 
mobile radio transmitter and ends where a movement resulting 
in danger might occur or be prevented – at the respective drive,  
engine or cylinder. Thus, correct integration of the radio receiver is 

Crane operation to erect wind turbines.    
 
Potential danger: 
The output of wrong movement commands (e.g. lift / lower / slew) 
can lead to enormously high risks of accidents for technicians  
working at high altitude. 

Requirements regarding the control system:
The machine control must ensure safe activation, transmission 
and triggering of safety-relevant commands via the joystick on the 
radio transmitter.

Transport of materials using a SPMT 
(self-propelled modular transporter). 
 
Potential danger: 
When using SPMTs in a confined space, unexpected high-speed 
movement can present enormous danger to accompanying  
personnel. 

Requirements regarding the control system:
Control of the respective joystick must allow for safe acceleration  
and safe limitation of the driving speed.

Personnel in man baskets on crane hooks. 

Potential danger:
Unintended switching from “Man Basket” mode to “Crane Operation” 
mode might lead to severe risks of accidents for technicians. 

Requirements regarding the control system: 
A specific selector switch is needed for safe switching between 
operating modes. 

paramount! We make a point of taking a holistic approach in order 
to make safety work. 

Safety must not be detrimental to efficient operation of the radio 
system and the machine – safe technology also has to be highly 
available. Concepts like redundancy regarding software and  
hardware, and intelligent frequency management processes  
enable us to improve both safety and availability – even with an  
increasing number of radio users.

In any critical situation, the machine operator must be able to put the 
machine in a safe state immediately. Therefore, the most important  
safety function of our radio control is the E-Stop function (specified 
as category 3 PL d according to EN 13849-1:2015). We can  
refer to  more than 30 years of experience utilizing our tried-and- 
tested E-Stop technology – which corresponds to several hundreds 
of thousands of system years without faults. Thanks to the use 
of intelligent frequency management processes, we have been 
able to constantly increase the availability of our systems at the  
same time.

Depending on the specific characteristics of the application, additional safety functions  
might be needed. Here are some characteristic examples:

For decades, HBC radio controls have set the standards  
when it comes to safety and protection at work.

HBC radio systems allow for safe control and an ideal view 
of the machine while protecting the operator against dust, 
noise and vibrations.

Highly available radio systems ensure the efficient operation of 
machinery even where there is high usage density. 

Quality in Control.



technos A

spectrum 3

spectrum E

technos B

spectrum D

Our products for you!

Our radio controls technos A and technos B as well as the complete spectrum series are now available with additional safe commands 
corresponding to PL d category 3 according to EN 13849-1:2015. These are combined with the radio receivers of our 7_ series.

The 7_ series. Customized configuration via plug-in cards.High-performing transmitters with additional safe commands.

All HBC radio receivers of the 7_ series use our modular  
radiobus® plug-in card system. This means the entire range of 
functions, including control commands, interfaces and other  
features can be optimally tailored to your individual needs. To  
configure the receiver as required the corresponding cards must 
simply be plugged in.

The products of the 7_ series differ with respect to the number of 
available slots as well as the power supply.

Functional scope (depending on the chosen receiver size)

  Up to 100 control functions (on / off)
 Up to 10 analog commands
  For serial interfaces: depending on the protocol definition
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FSE 736 / 737 radiobus® 

4 plug-in cards can be used,
of those up to 2 can be relay  
cards with PL d.
AC or DC power supply.

FSE 776 / 777 radiobus®

14 plug-in cards can be used,
of those up to 5 can be relay  
cards with PL d.
AC or DC power supply.
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For the production of HBC radio systems with additional safe commands,  
we have developed two new plug-in cards.

Plug-in card for safe relay output (Cat. 3 PL d)

  2 output channels with redundant relays per card as an  
interface for two safety functions to the machine 

  AC version: max. switching voltage 250 V AC, max. switching 
capacity 250 W, max. switching current 1 A

  DC version: max. switching voltage 30 V DC, max. switching 
capacity 90 W, max. switching current 3 A

Plug-in card with safe CAN shut-off (Cat. 3 PL d)

 Secure CAN protocol transmission
 Monitoring of transmitted bus messages
  Safe disconnection of the HBC system from the  

CAN bus if a fault occurs

Quality in Control.

 E-STOP
 Safe direction for 6 drive commands
 Up to 4 safe commands

 E-STOP
 Safe direction for 10 drive commands
 Safe speed preset for 10 movement commands
 Up to 8 safe commands

 E-STOP
 Safe direction for 12 drive commands
 Safe speed preset for 12 movement commands
 Up to 16 safe commands

 E-STOP
 Safe direction for 8 drive commands
 Up to 4 safe commands

 E-STOP
 Safe direction for 10 drive commands
 Safe speed preset for 10 movement commands
 Up to 8 safe commands

Our complete product range can be  
delivered with all radio technologies  
and frequency bands as well as with  

numerous HBC safety features. 

Detailed information is  
available at our website 

www.hbc-radiomatic.com.
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You can reach us at: HBC-radiomatic GmbH
Haller Strasse 45 – 53
74564 Crailsheim • Germany
Phone +49 7951 393-0  
safety@radiomatic.com

Let us advise you!

Competent and comprehensive support.

We are pleased to advise you on all matters related to the safe  
operation of our products, service and maintenance, in addition 
to the retrofitting or conversion of your machine. Our experts will 
help you choose the product that best fits your needs:

 

Surely you have already conducted a risk analysis for your  
machine. To integrate the radio control in your control concept, 
we will answer, among others, the following questions together:

•  Which commands do you need? What are the corresponding 
safety functions?

•  What is the safe state of your machine, and what does that 
mean with respect to the radio control? What will happen if  
radio reception is interrupted?

•  What do we have to bear in mind regarding integration of 
the control system in your machine concept? Will there be a  
safety PLC?

•  Will the machine only be controlled via radio or is there also a 
wired control stand? How can you hand over?

Safety should always be the highest priority, which is why you 
should talk to us – better sooner than later! Contact your HBC sales  
contact to arrange a consultation. 

Do you have an application which has  
never used radio before?

Are you developing a machine to be  
controlled via radio?

Are there safety functions on your machine
you would like to control via radio in the future? 

Do you know our controls but do not 
know which safety functions we can realize?

Are you operating machines controlled 
via radio and would like to know more 
about safety technology?

Are you responsible for occupational safety?

Quality in Control.


